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Propagation of ripple patterns on Si during ion bombardment
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The lateral propagation of surface ripples on Si, generated by Xe ion irradiation with and without codeposition
of Fe surfactant atoms, was investigated by scanning electron microscopy with the help of micron-sized marker
structures prepared by focused ion beam milling. For 10-keV Xe ion irradiation of Si at oblique incidence
between 62 and 70◦, we determine lateral ripple propagation velocities varying from − 1.9 to + 2.9 nm per
1015 Xe ions/cm2. The propagation direction changes from opposite to the projected direction of the incident
ion beam to along the projected beam direction within a narrow angular regime. At 67◦, the pattern is almost
static. The result is in good agreement with predictions from the theoretical model of Bradley and Harper. For
perpendicular incident 5-keV Xe ions and oblique codeposition of Fe surfactant atoms, we find that ripple patterns
propagate across the surface with a negative ripple propagation velocity of about − 0.7 nm per 1015 Xe ions/cm2,
i.e., opposite to the projected deposition direction of Fe surfactant atoms. The novel experimental method to
determine the lateral ripple propagation based on markers set with a focused ion beam system does not require
an in situ analysis and can therefore be applied in general to analyze the dynamics of ion beam-induced patterns.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Irradiation of a surface with energetic ions incident at an
angle θ with respect to the surface normal typically leads to
the formation of ripple patterns with wavelengths of several
ten to several hundred nanometers. A characteristic feature of
ion-induced ripple patterns on solid surfaces is the dynamic
behavior, in particular, the lateral propagation of the generated
ripple patterns. In the linear continuum theory introduced by
Bradley and Harper (BH theory),1 the velocity of ripples
is related to the angular derivative of the erosion velocity
and should be negative at ion incidence angles that are
not too large. The negative sign of the velocity reflects a
propagation against the projected direction of the incident
ion beam. Since the erosion velocity is directly related to the
angle-dependent sputter yield Y (θ ), it is straightforward to
calculate the predicted ripple velocity for the whole range of
ion incidence angles between 0 and 90◦, based on experimental
or calculated sputter yield values. For example, for the case of
10-keV Xe ion irradiation of Si, our group has measured the
angle-dependent sputter yield2 and found good quantitative
agreement with Monte Carlo simulations using the program
SDTrimSP.3,4 For this case, BH theory then predicts a ripple
velocity of (see Ref. 5)

v = −J

n

(
cos θ · dY (θ )

dθ
− Y (θ ) sin θ

)
, (1)

with ion flux J and atomic density n. In the following, we use
the velocity v∗ expressed as propagation distance for a given
ion fluence �0 incident onto the local surface. As reference
fluence, we use �0 = 1·1015 ions/cm2. For a given flux J

and incidence angle θ , the time required to accumulate �0 is
t = �0/(J cos θ ). The ripple velocity v∗ is then given by

v∗ = −�0

n

(
dY (θ )

dθ
− Y (θ ) tan θ

)
. (2)

The prediction of v∗ for 10-keV Xe on Si and for 30-keV
Ga on SiO2 is shown in Fig. 1, using the angle-dependent
sputter yields calculated with SDTrimSP and a fluence unit

of �0 = 1015 ions/cm2. As expected, the BH theory predicts
a negative propagation velocity for angles below ∼60◦. The
propagation velocity should change to large positive velocities
for ion incidence angles larger than 65–70◦.

The lateral propagation of ion beam-induced ripples on Si,
SiO2, diamond, and glass surfaces has been experimentally
measured in real time using scanning electron microscopes
(SEM) combined with a focused ion beam (FIB) using Ga.5–9

It has been possible to determine the ripple propagation
velocity for different angles of ion incidence between 30 and
65◦, as well as its evolution with increasing Ga ion fluence
(or erosion time). For Si substrates, the ripple propagation
direction coincided with the projected direction of the incident
Ga ion beam, and the measured ripple propagation velocity at
30◦ is about + 0.4 nm per 1015 Ga+/cm2.6 Also, for Ga erosion
of SiO2 at 45◦, a propagation velocity of about + 0.4 nm per
1015 Ga+/cm2, i.e., along the projected direction of the Ga ion
beam, was observed.5 For Ga ion irradiation of glass at 52◦,
one finds about + 0.8 nm per 1015 ions/cm2.8 Positive ripple
propagation velocities were also measured by in situ SEM
analysis for FIB irradiation of Cd2Nb2O7 pyrochlore single
crystals.7 In this study, the surface developed its steady-state
topography from a sine-wave structure at low fluences to a
terracelike or sawtoothlike structure at higher irradiation time,
which was explained by a slope-dependent sputter yield. For
diamond substrates, no indication of a ripple propagation was
found.9

These observations are obviously in contrast to the pre-
diction made by Bradley and Harper.1 However, up to now,
all experimental studies on lateral ripple propagation were
carried out with focused Ga ion beams. Based on the binary
or ternary phase diagrams, one would expect precipitation of
small Ga clusters and pronounced segregation of Ga at the
surface. Gnaser et al. measured the residual concentration of
30-keV-implanted Ga in Si and Ge using secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) and found good agreement with Monte
Carlo simulations.10 A significant fraction of Ga actually
remains in the samples and the Ga depth profile reaches
saturation concentrations of up to 30 at.%. Precipitation of
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FIG. 1. Propagation velocity of ion-induced ripples on (a) Si for
10-keV Xe ion irradiation and on (c) SiO2 (silica) for 30-keV Ga ion
irradiation, predicted by BH theory using sputter yield values shown
in (b) and (d), which were calculated with SDTrimSP (Refs. 3,4).

Ga into colloids with a few nanometers in diameter after
implantation with 50 keV into glass was observed by Hole
et al.11 Menzel et al. analyzed the damage production of
Ga-implanted semiconductors with Rutherford backscattering
spectroscopy (RBS).12 The RBS spectra show a signal from
residual Ga, indicating that the Ga incorporation corresponds
to the ion implantation fluence. Therefore, Ga incorporation
in Si and SiO2 may have a significant influence on the ripple
pattern formation and also the ripple propagation velocity.

The propagation of ripples across the surface due to
a surface gradient dependence of sputtering was put into
question, and other possible processes were considered
instead.13 In several theoretical studies, the dynamics of
ripple formation was investigated.14–22 These studies mainly
deal with linear and nonlinear ion fluence effects on the
evolution of ripple wavelength, ripple orientation, and the
surface roughness. Also, other mechanisms for ripple genera-
tion, besides curvature-dependent erosion, were discussed.18,23

Mechanisms such as hydrodynamic models,24–26 ion-induced
and thermally induced stress,5,27 ion-induced plastic flow,28–30

and other approaches31 were proposed. Several of these models
predict positive propagation velocities.5,26,30

Monte Carlo simulations of ion-induced pattern formation
already indicated that the ripples behave dynamic regarding
their lateral propagation.32 In simulations assuming a solid-on-
solid model, the effect of different diffusion models (a thermo-
dynamic model and a hopping model including a Schwoebel
barrier) on ripple propagation was investigated.33–35 A disper-
sion of the ripple velocity and a decrease of the velocity at
larger erosion time in conjunction with a larger wavelength
were found in qualitative agreement with experimental data.6

However, the direction of ripple propagation was not evaluated
in the simulations.

The codeposition of small amounts of atoms during ion
beam erosion of surfaces has a strong influence on processes
leading to self-organized nanopattern formation.36–43 Cone
formation or relief pattern formation following deposition of

so-called “seeds” during sputter erosion of heated substrates
has been known for many years.44–51 At high temperatures,
these seed atoms react to form small elemental or compound
droplets acting as a sputter mask. Ion beam erosion of
elemental substrates under normal ion incidence does not
generate surface patterns. However, a variety of patterns,
such as relief patterns, holes, dots, chains of dots, or ripples
only occur under simultaneous codeposition of atoms even
if the substrates are kept at room temperature. This was
first demonstrated by Ozaydin et al.51 for codeposition of
Mo during irradiation of Si and later on demonstrated for
ion beam erosion of Si or amorphous carbon substrates and
codeposition of different metal atoms, in particular Fe and
Mo.37–39,42,43,52–56 Typically, the generated patterns have a
lateral length scale of several tens of nanometers and a height
of only few nanometers. Furthermore, an amorphous mixed
surface layer has formed after irradiation.37,39,41,42,55,56 The
pattern morphology (holes, dots, chains of dots, or ripples)
and also the pattern height strongly depend on the steady-state
surfactant area coverage and the ion fluence.37,39,54

It was already pointed out by Sigmund that impurities
might stimulate or prevent surface roughening during ion
beam erosion.14 The important role of a steady-state surface
coverage of codeposited atoms, acting as surfactants which
influence pattern formation was first emphasized by our
group.36 It was also observed that for normal ion incidence
the direction of incidence of the codeposited surfactant atoms
determines the pattern orientation and also the shape of the
patterns.37–39 Structural and elemental analysis of the patterned
surfaces using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
RBS reveal a few nanometers thick amorphous MxSi surface
layer (M = Fe, Mo, Pt, W, Ni) with laterally varying metal
concentration between a few atomic percent and ∼20 at.%,
with the highest metal concentration in the regions of dots and
ripple ridges.37,39,40 Studies on the ripple propagation under
metal codeposition conditions have not been carried out so far.
In several recent theoretical studies, the role of codeposition
of surfactant atoms on the pattern formation has also been
considered,57–60 and a ripple propagation against the direction
of oblique codeposition is predicted.61

In the present work, we introduce a novel and versatile
experimental method to directly measure the propagation
velocity of ripple patterns with high accuracy. The method
is based on a sequential precise analysis of the translational
shift of patterns with respect to micron-sized marker grooves.
The method is applicable to a variety of conventional sputter
erosion experiments with noble gas ion irradiation, thus avoid-
ing the uncertainties arising from focused Ga ion irradiation.

We experimentally determine magnitude and direction of
the lateral ripple propagation velocity of ripples on Si for
two irradiation conditions. First, we study ripple propagation
on Si for oblique Xe ion incidence. Second, we study the
ripple propagation for perpendicular Xe ion incidence and
simultaneous codeposition of Fe surfactant atoms at oblique
incidence.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

For the erosion of pure Si at oblique ion incidence,
cleaned Si(100) substrates were irradiated with 10-keV Xe
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for ion
beam erosion of a pure Si substrate for a fixed ion incidence angle θ .
A marker on the Si substrate (black triangle) indicates the projected
direction of the incoming ion beam. (b) Schematic illustration of
the experimental setup for normal ion incidence ion beam erosion
of Si under simultaneous codeposition of Fe surfactant atoms. Fe
codeposition originates from the adjacent steel target (9SMnPb28K
free-cutting steel) inclined at 30◦.

ions between 62 and 70◦ ion incidence angle as shown in
Fig. 2(a)) and an ion fluence of 2–5 × 1017 Xe+/cm2 to
generate an initial ripple pattern. The edge of the Si sample
pointing towards the incident beam was marked with a tiny
scratch. Irradiations were done at room temperature using
mass-selected Xe ions produced in a Colutron ion beam system
with Wien filter for mass selection and a beam sweep to
obtain a uniform exposure over an area of about 10 mm in
diameter with angular spread below 1◦.62 The pressure during
ion beam erosion was 2 × 10−6 Pa, and the ion flux was about
0.6 μA/cm2.

For the following procedure, we sequentially use the
ion irradiation system, FIB system, and a high-resolution
SEM, which requires ex situ sample transfer. After the initial
irradiation, the sample was transferred to the FIB system. For
each sample marker, grooves around an area of 4 × 6 μm2

were written (see Fig. 3). The initial pattern within the marker
area was then imaged with an in situ SEM connected to the
FIB system but also with a separate high-resolution SEM. The
samples were then again transferred to the irradiation chamber
and irradiated with 10-keV Xe ions incident with fluence
increments of 1 × 1016 Xe+/cm2. After each irradiation, the
samples were transferred to the SEM, and the area within
the marker grooves was analyzed. SEM microscopy was
performed with a Leo Supra 35 SEM. The markers were

FIG. 3. SEM images of FIB-etched marker grooves on a rippled
Si surface prepared after erosion of Si with Fe codeposition (5-keV
Xe at 0◦; 3 × 1017 Xe+/cm2). The size of the FIB-marked area is
4 × 6 μm2. The ripple pattern is clearly visible as gray-scale contrast
in the right SEM image. The arrow indicates the projected direction
of Fe codeposition.

made with a Nova Nanolab 600 FIB system, also equipped
with a high-resolution SEM. After subsequent irradiation
steps, the markers can be easily identified with SEM, and the
translational shift of the patterns within the marker area can
be analyzed. The SEM images are stored as 8-bit gray-scale
images, cropped to the outer edges of the marker grooves and
then slightly corrected to a rectangular shape. To achieve a
quantitative analysis of the translational shift of the different
patterns, we apply a simple pattern recognition procedure.
For two such gray-scale images, we calculated the gray-scale
difference � as a function of a horizontal and vertical shift
by an integer number of n and m pixels against each other.
For each pixel pair, the gray-scale difference may take values
between 0 � � � 255. We then search for an overall contrast
minimum expressed in a normalized gray-scale difference
value. The differential image contrast for a range of horizontal
and vertical shift between two related SEM images is then
plotted, and the corresponding shift is converted from pixel to
nanometers. With the help of this simple pattern recognition
method, we are able to determine the fluence-dependent shift
of the ripple patterns with respect to the marker grooves with
good precision.

For the case of Fe codeposition, Si(100) substrates were
irradiated with 5-keV Xe ions at normal ion incidence and ion
fluences up to 6 × 1017 Xe+/cm2, with incremental steps of
5 × 1016 Xe+/cm2 under continuous deposition of Fe surfac-
tant atoms at oblique incidence. The schematic experimental
setup of the latter experiment is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
sputtered Fe atoms are deposited onto the Si substrate at
grazing incidence, with a broad azimuthal angular distribution.
Under the presence of these Fe surfactants, pronounced
patterns, such as dots, chains of dots, and ripples with
∼100-nm wavelength and up to 12 nm in height, are
generated.37 The broad distribution of azimuthal incidence
angles is believed to be responsible for the observed curvatures
of the ripple ridges. The local steady-state Fe coverage for
different positions on the Si substrate varied between 1015 and
1016 Fe/cm2 as a function of the distance to the Fe sputter target
and was determined with RBS using a 1-mm diameter 900-keV
He2+ ion beam. The propagation of ripples across the surface
with increasing ion fluence was investigated using sequential
ion irradiation and SEM analysis, as described above. Specific
4 × 6 μm2 regions on the irradiated samples were unambigu-
ously identified using the FIB marker grooves (Fig. 3).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Irradiation of pure Si with Xe ions at grazing ion incidence

Figure 4 shows four SEM images obtained after Xe irradia-
tion of Si with total fluence of 2.5 to 2.8 × 1017 Xe+/cm2 and
an ion incidence angle of 70◦. The projected beam direction
is downwards. For a qualitative visual inspection of the ripple
propagation, we have highlighted a characteristic part of the
pattern. With incremental fluence steps, the pattern slightly
changes and moves downwards, demonstrating qualitatively
the ripple propagation along the direction of the incident ion
beam.

For a quantitative analysis, we evaluate the differential
image contrast for a range of horizontal and vertical shift
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FIG. 4. SEM images of a region of the Si sample within marker
grooves after irradiation with 10-keV Xe ions at 70◦ and a total
fluence of 2.5–2.8 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. Shown is the area (3 × 2 μm2).
The arrow indicates the projected direction of the ion beam. For visual
inspection of the ripple propagation, a characteristic ripple segment
is highlighted by white lines. The propagation in direction of the
incident beam is seen as a shift of the pattern downwards.

between two SEM images, as shown in Fig. 5 for the case
of 10 keV Xe on Si at 70◦ for two different incremental ion
fluences of 1 × 1016 Xe+/cm2 and 4 × 1016 Xe+/cm2. The
initial ion fluence was 2 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. In both cases, a
unique minimum in the differential image contrast can be
extracted, and a translational shift of + 30 nm and + 113 nm
is determined. There also exist several less-pronounced side
minima, which are due to the limited periodicity of the patterns.
From the analysis of these two graphs, we obtain a propagation
velocity of v∗ = + 2.9(1) nm per 1015 Xe+/cm2. The positive
sign indicates pattern propagation parallel to the projected
direction of the incident Xe ions. The spacing between adjacent
minima reflects the average ripple wavelength of λ ≈ 80 nm.

The differential image contrast for a range of horizontal
and vertical shift between two related SEM images is shown
in Fig. 6 as the gray-scale image for four different ion
incidence angles of 62, 66, 67, and 68◦. The left column of
Fig. 6 compares an initial pattern after 5 × 1017 Xe+/cm2

and a pattern obtained for 5.1 × 1017 Xe+/cm2 total fluence.
The right column of Fig. 6 compares an initial pattern after
5 × 1017 Xe+/cm2 and a pattern obtained after 5.4 × 1017

Xe+/cm2 total fluence. In all cases, a unique minimum of the
differential image contrast can be extracted, and a translational
shift, as indicated in the images, is determined. From the
spacing of adjacent minima, we obtain a ripple wavelength
of about 80 nm.

Finally, the measured ripple propagation distance as a
function of the additional Xe ion fluence �� for all in-
vestigated ion incidence angles is plotted in Fig. 7. The
propagation distance varies linearly with the ion fluence.
The linear relation between propagation distance and ion
fluence shows that the velocities are constant within this
studied fluence regime. The most surprising result is that
the ripple propagation velocity changes from negative at
62◦ to positive at 70◦. At ∼67◦, the propagation velocity is
almost zero. In Fig. 8 we have compared the experimentally
determined ripple propagation velocities to the theoretical

FIG. 5. Differential image contrast as a function of horizontal and
vertical shift between two SEM images obtained after Si erosion at
70◦ ion incidence angle and incremental ion fluence �� of 1 × 1016

Xe/cm2 (upper plot) and 4 × 1016 Xe/cm2 (lower plot). From the
minimum of the contrast, we extract a vertical pattern translation of
∼ + 30 and + 113 nm, respectively.

prediction [Eq. (2) and Fig. 1], based on the BH theory
and sputter yields calculated with SDTrimSP. The magnitude
and direction of ripple propagation is in surprisingly good
agreement with the theoretical prediction. Differences may
arise because the sputter yield of a rippled surface may deviate
from that calculated for a flat surface, in particular, at grazing
ion incidence near the maximum of the sputter yield. Also,
nonlinear contributions to the pattern formation may also give
rise to deviations. However, a significant contribution to a
forward-directed ripple propagation as predicted, e.g., by the
stress-based models,37,39,54 seems unlikely.
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FIG. 6. Differential image gray-scale contrast as a function of
horizontal and vertical shift between two related SEM images
obtained after an incremental ion fluence �� of 1 × 1016 Xe+/cm2

(left) and 4 × 1016 Xe+/cm2 (right) for four different angles of
incidence. From the minimum in the gray-scale contrast, we extract
the vertical pattern translation along the beam direction. The average
pattern wavelength of λ ≈ 80 nm is given by the spacing of adjacent
minima. The change in ripple propagation direction from negative at
62◦, to nearly zero at 67◦, and positive at 68◦ is clearly seen. Due to a
slight tilt angle of the marker grooves with respect to the Si substrate
edges for the 62◦ irradiated sample, the differential gray-scale image
also appears slightly tilted.

B. Erosion of Si with normal ion incidence and
oblique Fe codeposition

The first irradiation step of the Si substrate was done
using the setup shown in Fig. 2(b) with an ion fluence
of 3 × 1017 ion/cm2. After FIB milling of several marker
grooves, SEM analyses (see Fig. 3) reveal a pronounced
pattern consisting of mainly ripples interconnected by dots.
The steady-state Fe coverage for this sample region was

FIG. 7. Ripple propagation distance as a function of additional Xe
ion fluence for erosion of Si with 10-keV Xe ions incident at angles
between 62 and 70◦. The initial pattern was generated with 2 × 1017

Xe+/cm2 (at 70◦) or 5 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. The ripple propagation
velocities are determined from the slopes using a least-square fit
to the data. The indicated propagation velocities v∗ are expressed as
propagation distance per fluence �0 [similar to Eq. (2)]. The positive
sign indicates propagation along the projected beam direction.

5.4 × 1015 Fe/cm2 as measured by RBS. The sample was
then irradiated with additional ion fluences of 5 × 1016,
1 × 1017, and 3 × 1017 Xe/cm2 at normal ion incidence and
simultaneous Fe codeposition. After each irradiation step, the
sample was inspected with SEM. A series of four SEM images
of the same marker area for increasing ion fluence is shown
in Fig. 9. The corresponding steady-state Fe coverage was
4.3 × 1015 Fe/cm2. For a qualitative visual inspection of the
changes to the ripple segment occurring after the different

FIG. 8. Comparison of experimentally measured (see. Fig. 7)
and theoretically predicted ripple propagation velocities [Fig. 1 and
Eq. (2)] for 10-keV Xe ion irradiation of Si.
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FIG. 9. The 6 × 4 μm2 SEM images of the Si sample region
within marker grooves after irradiation with 5-keV Xe ions at normal
incidence and oblique incidence Fe codeposition. The total Xe
fluence is 3, 3.5, 5, and 6 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. The arrow indicates
the projected direction of the incoming Fe atoms. For qualitative
visual inspection of the ripple propagation, a characteristic ripple
segment is highlighted. The propagation occurs upwards, opposite to
the direction of the incident Fe atoms. The horizontal white marker
lines have the same distance (dotted lines) from the lower end of the
images.

irradiation steps, suitable ripple segments with a unique pattern
were highlighted, and a horizontal base line was inserted. The
base line has the same vertical position in all four SEM images.
The highlighted ripple segment is clearly translated upwards,
opposite to the projected direction of incident Fe surfactant
atoms. It is also obvious that the pattern topography slightly
changes during the subsequent irradiation steps, i.e., ripples
merge and slightly change their length, shape, and curvature.

The quantitative analysis of ripple propagation velocities
was carried out by analogy with the procedure described
previously. For a given incremental ion fluence, we determined
the ripple propagation distance from a differential image
contrast analysis. From this analysis, we also obtain the
mean ripple wavelength λ = 105(4) nm from the spacing

FIG. 10. Ripple propagation distance as a function of the addi-
tional Xe ion fluence. The ripple propagation velocity v∗ is determined
from a least-square fit to the data. The different symbols refer to
different FIB marker frames set on each sample.

FIG. 11. SEM images of ripples near a marker groove for 5-keV
Xe irradiation at normal ion incidence and oblique Fe codeposition.
The direction of incident Fe atoms is from the top. A ripple segment is
highlighted by dotted lines to guide the eye. The FIB marker grooves
were set after an initial fluence of 3 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. (a) Pattern
after an incremental fluence of �� = 2 × 1017 Xe+/cm2 and (b)
after an incremental fluence of �� = 3 × 1017 Xe+/cm2. The four
dots marked by arrows in the lower part of the highlighted region in
(a) are converted to ripples propagating upwards (b). The dots in (a)
within the region marked by a circle have merged into ripples in (b).

between adjacent differential image contrast minima. In
Fig. 10 we have plotted the measured ripple propagation
distance as a function of the incremental Xe ion fluence ��

for two different regions on the Si substrate with steady-
state Fe coverage of 4.3 × 1015 and 5.1 × 1015 Fe/cm2,
respectively. The propagation distance increases almost linear
with ion fluence. The resulting ripple propagation velocity in-
creases slightly with increasing steady-state Fe coverage from
v∗ = −0.62(3) nm/(1015 Xe/cm2) to v∗ = − 0.71(2) nm/

(1015 Xe/cm2).
Since the ripple and dot patterns propagate in a defined

direction, it is possible to analyze the pattern generation
process near marker grooves, where the pattern propagates
away from the grooves. Two SEM images of a magnified
region near the lower left corner of a marker area are shown in
Fig. 11. The incremental ion fluence between both images is
1 × 1017 Xe+/cm2, corresponding to a propagation distance
of about 60–70 nm. The highlighted ripple segment moves
upwards, away from the marker grooves. Whereas the upper
four ripple ridges essentially keep their size and shape, the four
dots or short ripples indicated in the left images have merged
with the neighboring ripples to form extended ripple ridges
after the incremental ion irradiation. This observation supports
that the pattern formation process initially starts with the for-
mation of dots or very short ripples, as outlined in our previous
publication.37 The amplitude of these structures then starts to
grow, and the patterns begin to propagate. Eventually, such
chains of dots will merge into ripples, as indicated in Fig. 11.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the dynamic behavior of ripple
patterns on Si after Xe ion irradiation for two different ion
irradiation conditions, and we have quantitatively determined
the sign and the magnitude of the propagation velocity. We
introduce an experimental technique, which makes use of
micron-sized marker frames produced by FIB milling and
SEM imaging of the patterns within the marker grooves. This
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provides a versatile, easy, and quantitative way to determine
the ripple propagation velocity as a function of incremental
ion fluence steps.

For erosion of pure Si and grazing incidence 10-keV Xe
ions, we find a large positive lateral propagation velocity of
v∗ = +2.88(2) nm per 1015 Xe+/cm2 at 70◦ ion incidence
angle. For 62◦, ripples propagate opposite to the beam
direction with negative velocity of v∗ = −1.87(2) nm per
1015 Xe+/cm2. At an intermediate angle of 67◦, the ripples
are almost static. This behavior is in good agreement with
the prediction of the BH theory1 using experimentally
verified angle-dependent sputter yields, calculated with
SDTrimSP.2,3 The positive ripple propagation velocities
observed in earlier studies for erosion of Si, SiO2, and glass
with focused Ga ion beams5–8 may be an indication that the
pattern formation mechanism in these cases is not caused by
curvature-dependent erosion but is strongly determined by Ga
incorporation into the substrates.

For patterns created by erosion of Si substrates using a
normal incident Xe ion beam under simultaneous grazing

incidence codeposition of Fe surfactant atoms, we deter-
mined a negative propagation velocity v∗ between − 0.6 and
− 0.7 nm per 1015 Xe/cm2, dependent on the steady-state Fe
coverage. The direction of ripple propagation is opposite to
the projected direction of incidence of codeposited Fe atoms.
Since Fe codeposition occurs at grazing incidence, selective
deposition onto the pattern slopes facing the Fe target, as
well as shadowing, should play an important role for the
ripple dynamics and ripple propagation. Our observation is
in agreement with the prediction of a recent theoretical model
introduced by Bradley.61 The observation of pattern evolution
in the vicinity of the FIB marker grooves supports the initial
formation of dots and short ripples that eventually merge
into ripples with extended ridges after a certain distance of
propagation.
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